Hamburg, January 27, 2021

Statement on a racist assault by Hamburg police against a Black teacher
The BLACK COMMUNITY in Hamburg is outraged and condemns the racist attack of Hamburg police officers* on the Black
teacher Philip Oprong Spenner from the district school Am Heidberg in Hamburg Langenhorn on November 22, 2020.
According to a newspaper report, a 14-year-old girl "alerted" the police. She "reported" that "a black masked man" was in the
school.
The Hamburg police immediately launched a large-scale operation because, as a result of a black man wearing a Corona
mouth-nose protection in a lit classroom"... The suspicion was that one or more burglars were in the school." The police arrived
with a squad of no less than 5 police cars and 15 police officers. The officers took immediate action with drawn service
weapons and bright flashlights, which of course alarmed the neighborhood. Despite the Corona pandemic, a crowd of about
100 people formed in the course of the event, an assembly which would normally have required an official permit.
Brother Oprong opened the window of the classroom despite the aggressive behavior of the officers and showed no intention to
escape and although he explained that he was a teacher at the school, that he had the keys to the school, and even the fact
that he answered the police query about the names of the school administration and the janitor with no hesitation, the "criminal
suspicion" against him was still far from being dispelled. Two of the officers accompanied him to the teachers' room - which
proved the teacher's knowledge of the building - and took down the personal data of his identity papers. Even that was not
enough - Brother Oprong was interrogated and had to state where he was born and how long he had been residing in Germany.
Despite the fact that he presented his identity papers, it still took several telephone calls to confirm his identity. He had to
endure the entire police operation for over 38 minutes.
This behavior of the Hamburg police towards a Black teacher demonstrates once again the deeply rooted and institutional will of
this authority to criminalize Black people. Not only did the police imagine "several burglars" without concrete actual evidence
and launched a large-scale operation - the officers on site both ignored both his willingness to cooperate as well as his local and
grounded knowledge of the school building, the staff rooms. They officers compulsively held him suspect despite the fact that
he was authorized to be in possession of the school In addition, obviously they doubted the authenticity of his identity papers,
which is why they continued to question him about personal details such as his place of birth or the beginning of his stay in
Germany, despite the fact that written information was available to them.
How can this be?
Does a Black teacher contradict the "criminalistics experience" of these police officers so vehemently that his obviously correct
statements must appear consistently implausible to them? Is it really professional standard of the Hamburg police to not at least
apologize for the "inconvenience" caused after a threat with a weapon against a wrongly suspected person and an extensive
38-minute interrogation and control measure with confirmation of the correctness of all statements? Or can such an appropriate
and expected apology simply be omitted from Black people in general?
The undignified and discriminatory treatment of Brother Oprong cannot be explained without racist stereotypes and the
collective will to arbitrarily humiliate and unreasonably treat Black people violently in general. This is exactly how
institutionalized racism manifests itself and exactly how the unspeakable collective prejudices are expressed through
structurally founded and politically condoned racial profiling by law enforcement agencies.

On the one hand, we are shocked by yet another collective racist attack by the Hamburg police, but on the other hand, we are
also somehow relieved that this violent attack on Brother Oprong did not escalate even further or ended up with physical injuries
or fatal after the threatened on gun point. The people of our communities feel re-traumatized, unsettled and once again
collectively humiliated by this event. It also contributes to this that neither the management, nor the teachers' collective of the
district school have so far publicly shown solidarity with their colleague or scandalized the incident itself.
We strongly condemn the repeated racist actions of the Hamburg police and expect an appropriate apology from the
responsible police officers as well as a public statement of the head of police. From the political leaders of the Interior
Department and the Senate, finally, we expect consequences and decisions for sustainable implementation of measures to stop
structurally discriminatory police practices, for appropriate anti-racist education and training for all officers and for transparent
disclosure of efficiency and proportionality of police measures in general. A reflective culture on errors and a climate of change
require a statistical basis and transparent analysis instead of ignorance and a code of silence.
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